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The St. Joseph statue
at Précigné

a messsage from our

Dear Friends,
Over the last years we have shared many stories about who
we are and where we continue to minister. The Spring 2021 issue
is a bit different in that it highlights our ministry in the past, our
decision to let go and the people who continue to be the face of
God in ways we never imagined. For the Marianites, this is our
response to Fr. Moreau’s call to be about the work of Resurrection.
In a tiny village, removed from the glamour of Paris,
RESURRECTION continues to happen as the needs of God’s
people continue to surface! The village of Précigné is an easy ride
from LeMans, France the site of our foundation. Driving through
the village one sees clean streets, flowers and you get a sense that people care. Over the
years grace, hard work, and determination has seen the growth and the development of
outreach programs be credited to Divine Providence.
In the early 1800’s the buildings served as a minor seminary for the Diocese of
Le Mans. Fr. Edward Sorin, CSC trained at this site. Fr. Sorin was the founder of the
University of Notre Dame, South Bend and St. Edward’s University, Austin, Texas. He
served as the second Superior General of the Congregation of Holy Cross. The Seminary
closed and the Diocese offered the buildings to the Marianites. Précigné became the
center of life and training for the Marianites until 1950. While the Motherhouse moved
back to LeMans, Précigné remained the site of ministry for the Marianites for years to
come. This edition shares some of the stories of life and ministry but more especially the
determination to allow God’s work and the favors of St. Joseph become reality.
Today we only begin to share the good works of dedicated people who have believed
and continue to dream. Most especially, we hope that you will come to believe as we do
that RESURRECTION is alive and well in Précigné, FRANCE. Our sisters and brothers
in Holy Cross bear witness to the gift of prayer and collaboration. Our faith and HOPE
in those who now carry these dreams lie in a deep commitment that we are called to
support the laity who believe in a future for God’s people.
May all be made new,
Sr. Ann Lacour, MSC
Congregational Leader

The Marianite, a publication
of the Marianites of Holy
Cross, is published quarterly.
For additional information
please go online:
www.marianites.org
PHOTOGRAPHERS:
Sr. Myra Banquer, MSC
Sr. Stephanie Brignac, MSC
Vianney Châtillon
Sr. Stephania D’Souza, MSC
Sr. Judy Gomila, MSC
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Expectant Madonna
Legend says the Expectant Madonna had been sent
long ago as a gift to the Sisters in New Orleans
by the Marianites in Lemans, France, where the
Congregation began in 1841. Many who saw her
seemed mesmerized by this unusual but profound
portrayal of Mary, pregnant and full of grace. We
have the mold for the statue and are looking for
an artisan to reproduce her image.
May Mary under the name of the Expectant Madonna
draw you closer to the Son she bore and the God
to whom she responded, “Yes! Let it be done to me
according to Your word.”

by: Brother Joel Giallanza, C.S.C.

The Family of Holy Cross has been committed to doing the
work of Resurrection ever since Blessed Basile Moreau challenged
us to “prepare the world for better times than ours” in 1856.
Précigné is a wonderful testimony to preparing for those better
times.
The buildings in Précigné have been on a journey from a
diocesan seminary to the headquarters for the Marianites of Holy
Cross to the Music Academy, and the evolution of the Basile
Moreau Medical Center. All these developments have been a
story of people, people of faith and hope, people convinced that
pursuing the promise of better times is always worthy of human
effort.
That story has been colorful, complicated and, at times, almost
catastrophic. This is a story of courage and conviction, confidence
and commitment. It is, truly, a story of Resurrection again and
again over these many years. It is a celebration of new life, of hope
for the future.
Précigné has been and will continue to be a place for God’s
loving and ever-new activity. The village is a living and lasting
witness of the work of Resurrection that Basile Moreau believed
could be accomplished by loving and serving God’s people.

a story of courage and conviction

Doing the Work of Resurrection

St. Joseph, we beg you to let the
Music Academy be a sign of
resurrection now and into the future.
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the laity as our partners

The Paris Avenue Association
by: M. Michel Vouille
THE PARIS AVENUE ASSOCIATION was created on June 28, 1898 at the request of
Mother Mary of Seven Dolors, in the form of a CIVIL REAL ESTATE SOCIETY (SCI). Since
that date, a group of men and women volunteering their time and talent have worked
alongside the Marianites of Holy Cross to administer all real estate transactions in France.
Over the years a spirit of collaboration has allowed wise decisions to follow a process
that says the time comes when we must let go that others might create new ministry projects.
The memories and the MISSION last – that’s Legacy…
–

In 1898, SCI acquired the
building at 81 Ave. Bollée.

–

On 2/07/1898, the complex
comprising various buildings
constituting the CLINIQUE DES
MARIANITES is leased to the
CONGREGATION des SOEURS,
lease renewed on 15/03/1913.

–

–

On 12/15/1921, on the
proposal of Monsignor
GRENTE, Bishop of LeMans,
the SCI made the purchase of
the former PRÉCIGNÉ minor
seminary. - On February 8,
1922, the complex was leased to
the Congregation for 14 years.
On 09/29/1927, the SCI
acquires bare ownership of
the house of CHATEAUNEUF,
known as LA SOLITUDE in
Le MANS with an area of 
5 hectares. It encloses the
inhabited cell by the FOUNDER
FATHER and the chapel where
he celebrated Mass.

–

–

On 12/6/1946, the SCI acquires
Clos de la SALLE à PRÉCIGNÉ
for 1 hectare 48 60, land
adjacent to the purchase of
12/15/1921.
05/12/1947, sale by Mother
ELEONORE of the usufruct
of the sale of 09/29/1927. As
a result, the SCI is the full
property owner of SOLITUDE.

–

on 10/30/1951, the SCI is
transformed into Sté Anonyme.

–

during the years 1955/1956,
construction of the Chapel à la
SOLITUDE.

–

on 01/04/1959, issuance of
the building permit for the
GAZONFIER retirement home.

–

1973 Construction of the
SAINTE CROIX clinic on rue de
la Solitude in Le MANS.

–

5/11/1973 transformation of
SA AVENUE DE PARIS into
ASSOCIATION de AVENUE de
PARIS.

–

1997 construction of the Sisters’
retirement home.

–

2000 sale of the GAZONFIER
retirement home,

–

2002 sale of the clinic
and construction of the
Administrative House

–

8/04/2003 lease for the
construction of the nursing
home in Précigné on 1 hect02
of land for 30 years.

–

2013 sale of the convent at
Parcé.

–

2014 construction lease for the
new BASILE MOREAU Center in
PRÉCIGNÉ.

–

4/07/2016 sale of the house 10
rue du college in PRÉCIGNÉ.

–

07/07/2016 Donation of
all the old buildings of the
BASILE MOREAU Center from
PRÉCIGNÉ to SCI JOSEPH
PRÉCIGNÉ represented by
Vianney CHATILLON.

The quote from Pope Francis says it best – we are part of an ever flowing stream of prayer that includes all who
are in heaven, all here today but most especially those who will follow us:

“I would like to reflect on the connection between prayer and the communion
of saints. In fact, when we pray, we never do so alone: even if we do not think
about it, we are immersed in a majestic river of invocations that precedes us
and proceeds after us… And thus, these voices are passed on from generation
to generation, in a continual intertwining between personal experience and
that of the people and the humanity to which we belong. No one can separate
themselves from their own history, the history of their own people. We always
carry this inheritance in our attitudes, and also in prayer.”
–Pope Francis
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by: Vianney Châtillon, Founder

The Liesse Musical Academy
was born in 2004, a hundred
miles north of Paris, in a tiny
village, Liesse-Notre Dame, thanks to
the local bishop who offered to host our boys
boarding school in a abandoned Carmelite convent.
This very unique school, devoted to boys education,
proved quickly to be a success. Music and choir singing
made it attractive. But more striking were the results
of the educational methods based on Don Bosco’s
method. The Saint used to say : “My children, let’s be
joyfull.” This motto has never been more real than in
our Academy!
However the small facilities rapidly became
cramped. 2020/2021 : with 73 boys, the Academy is at
its maximum. In addition, it appears that the financial
balance will never be reached with less than 120 boys.
In 2020/2021, a third of the operating expenses will
have to be covered with donations. This situation is
not sustainable.
In this context, the Marianites’donation appeared
as a providential initiative. The preliminary studies
conducted under the supervision of two architects
confirmed the feasibility of the project. We set up
the necessary financial
and administrative
arrangements. In January
2021, the decision was
made to launch the project
under the supervision of a
management committee.
The schedule is as follows:
September 2021
to June 2022:
renovation and
upgrading of
the buildings.
Capacity: 100
boys. Cost: $3.2
million.
- July and
August 2022:
moving
of school
furnishings
from LiesseNotre Dame to
Précigné.
- September 2022 : opening of the Musical
Academy in Précigné!

2023/2024: renovation
of additional buildings. Total
capacity : 140 boys. Cost: $1 million.
The school is to reach its economic balance
in 5-7 years from now.
The financial help received from the Marianite
congregation, from various sponsors, and from
individuals (among others, the butcher of Précigné !)
has encouraged us to go forward, despite the huge task
ahead, and knowing that we still have to find $1 million
before this July 2021! But how not to be confident in St.
Joseph? He has never stopped watching over our school,
since the very beginning!

hitting all the right notes

Say it with
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meeting the needs of the times

P récigné

More than buildings;
Service to the People of God!
Cameron Mackintosh once said, “An old building
is like a show. You smell the soul of a building and the
building tells you how to redo it.” The buildings that we
call Précigné have a long history with records that trace
back to1629. The buildings housed a college from 1769
to 1806 under the direction of Mr. l’Abbé Lalambeau.
Change came, when the buildings were purchased to
begin a small seminary for the Diocese of Le Mans.
The seminary continued until 1905 at which time a
separation of the Church and the State Government
took place.
It then became property of the Department and was
unoccupied for many years due to the onset of the 1914
war. The buildings were then used for housing of those
considered “undesirables” of the French State.
During the 1921 Marianite General Chapter, the
Marianite administration requested of Bishop Grente,
Bishop of Le Mans, that their Mother House be
transferred to the Précigné property. The Congregation’s
second Mother House remained in Précigné until 1950.
In 1933, the sisters ministered in a Preventorium
for sick and seriously handicapped children as well as
gerontology patients until 1972.
In 1969, the number of children admitted to the
Preventorium began to lessen due to the regression of
tuberculosis, thanks to antibiotics. It was then decided
to begin a nursing facility for the elderly and individuals
who needed long-term skilled care. This became a
project of the Health Department begun by Dr. Jacques
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Reignier, president of the Preventorium Association.
In 1972, the facility was named Eugene Plaisant
Medical Center for the first surgeon and founder of the
Marianite Clinic on Avenue Bollée, previously Avenue
de Paris. A section of the Clinic was used to care for
tuberculosis patients and another section was reserved
for non-contagious respiratory patients who required
this special treatment.
In 1976, in the Précigné Medical Center, a
retirement home was opened. In 1978-1979, the
immense buildings were no longer occupied at full
capacity, therefore a state health organization proposed
to welcome the elderly to the Psychiatric Hospital of
the Sarthe, creating a gerontology psychiatric section.
It was necessary to make changes to meet very strict
regulations for this type of care to the sick. This work
continued for two years.
On July 1, 1980, the first group of gerontology
patients was admitted. The second group arrived on
December 31 of the same year. Shortly after, 56 patients,
all 60 years or older were admitted.
In 1981, a section for the young who were mentally
challenged, 3 years old to 16 years old arrived free of
charge. In 1982, a section was opened for occupational
therapy for 18 to 60 year-old persons. In addition, a
section opened for specialized treatment, named M.A.S.
Sr. Raymonde Castignola, MSC, directress of the
work of the Marianites in Précigné, was awarded the
Legion of Honor, the highest honor of the French

studied. As with all things Holy Cross,
Divine Providence sent a group of
dedicated people to share a vison for the
future. The Marianites made the decision
to donate the buildings to the Musical
Academy of Notre Dame of Liesse, France
in March 2017.
St. Joseph, will lead them into the
future! The soul of the buildings will
continue to speak to this generation as
the needs of God’s people continue to be
met.
Researched by
Sr. Jacqueline Bréchotte
in the French archives,
translated by Sr. Stephanie
Brignac and “edited” a bit
by Sr. Ann Lacour.

The Original Buildings

Paris

Basil Moreau Medical Center
Republic for the care that she gave to the residents whom she served.
She began her ministry in 1959 until she retired in 2001. Sr. Raymonde
was very skilled as a nurse, caring and compassionate and was a
woman of tremendous faith. In addition to God, her daily companion
and friend was St. Joseph,
whom she regularly declared
that she carried in her white lab
coat pocket.
At this time, the center
was renamed Basil Moreau
Medical Center. Along with
the change of name came lay
administration and a vision
for expanded services for the
facility. With the donation of
adjacent land, a new hospital
that meets the needs of the 21st
century was built. Today, the
vision continues to expand and
serve both young and elderly as
well.
Once again the ancient
buildings were vacant. Working
with the administration of
the medical center, the village
of Précigné and the Avenue
de Paris several options were

Le Mans

Précigné
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In Spite of COVID 19…
Sr. Anne Ebersold supports Sr.
Barbara’s ministry at Trenton
Catholic Academy by daily
prayer and by cooking! Life
goes on…

In 1968 the Beatles hit the music charts with this refrain,

Ob-la-di, ob-la-da
Life goes on, bra
La-la, how the life goes on.
Since mid-February 2020 news, our First Responders
were there: in hospitals, nursing homes, grocery stores
and pharmacies. Some care facilities touted in colorful
signs – HEROES WORK HERE - referring to their
presence among those who were stricken during the early
days of the pandemic. As we learned more about the
importance of covering our noses/mouths and practicing
social distancing, others were claiming that the stay-athome order was disturbingly close to “House Arrest”.
Sadly, COVID 19 brought terrible loses of loved
ones, jobs, gatherings with family/friends, jaunts to a
favorite restaurant or a gym workout. Masks and social distancing
captured each 24 hours. Holidays
melted away unobserved. Most
difficult for many was the closure
of churches and no reception of the
sacraments. In response to the trauma, the University
of Holy Cross initiated free counseling services and also
partnered with WLAE on Fridays at 8:00 pm “Coping
with Crisis During COVID”.
One day was just like any other as people were home in
quarantine. “What day is today?” was a rather common
question. Sr. Clarita Bourque kept to her volunteer job
at Chateau de Notre Dame decorating bulletin boards
which highlight special events and holidays. Life goes on…
Sr. Beth Mouch,Director of St. Jude Community Center
said, “Feeding the homeless never stopped. Partnering
with the Rebuild Center and the Low Barrier shelter
during COVID has caused the increase of our daily meal
preparation from 150 to 400 people.” Life goes on…
In New Jersey, Sr.
Barbara Claire
Schreier continued
to meet the challenge
of teaching both
in person students
and ROL students
- Remote Online
Learning!
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After residing on Pine
St. for 20 years, Sr.
Pam Weathersby, Sr.
Austin Babin and
four-legged Edna Fay
ventured just blocks
away to Fig St. in New
Orleans Carrollton
neighborhood. Life goes
on…
Sr. Joyce Hanks, manager of the Holy Angels
Apartments in NOLA’s Ninth Ward, noted that Dolores
Frank and Shirley Dimes, two faithful residents, bring
lunches to residents and sanitize downstairs daily. Life
goes on…
New construction on the
former AHA property
continues. A four story
building
rises on
Congress
and St.
Claude. Life
goes on…
Congregational Leadership Teams used Zoom to connect
and support one another. Marianites Sisters Ann Lacour,
Stephanie Brignac, and Renée Daigle joined in the
LCWR Region V virtual gatherings. Life goes on…

Sr. Carmelita
Centanni, Trudy
Clement, and
Bishop Shelton
Fabre of the
Houma-Thibodeaux
Diocese, agree
that even in these
days of pandemic,
they continue to
strive to meet the
pastoral needs of
the faithful. God strengthens and equips us to respond.
Life goes on…
When classes resumed following CDC guidelines, at
Dominican High School, Sr. Pam Weathersby prepares
the all important name tags. Life goes on…
President and CEO, Sr. Marjorie Hebert , speaks with
pride of the 500 Catholic Charities staff members who
have daily responded to the needs of the vulnerable
of our Archdiocese during the COVID Crisis. The
Food Pantry created in response to the pandemic has
served 5,254 families; utilities/rent/gasoline/food/
clothing - 5,390
services shared;
Immigration
Outreach to
undocumented
children – 8,511 services offered. The list goes on and
on and includes Direct Assistance funds disbursed –
over $600, 000. Sister added, “CCANO is grateful to all
our generous donors.”
Less than 150 miles northwest in Opelousas, Our Lady
of Prompt Succor’s activity department and pastoral
care leaders remained attentive to residents’ needs for

socialization
and cognitive
stimulation
throughout
the pandemic.
Sr. Stephania
D’Souza calls
bingo and
Sr. Charlotte
LeBoeuf
distributes the treasured prizes. With fun and faith
activities. Life goes on…

love and service continue

Our MSC reps on the
Holy Cross International
Justice Committee, Sr.
Renée Daigle and Sr.
Joan Comeau meet
by Zoom to continue
Integral Human
Development efforts and
planning for Earth Day.
Life goes on…

Prisons have not opened up (no pun intended) so
Sr. Judy Gomila pre-records her uplifting, soul-food
messages (to replace the quarterly retreats) for those
inmates at Dixon and Rayburn Correctional Centers.
Life goes on…
“Familias Unidos en Accion”
leaders, Leticia Casildo and
Maria Amaya appreciate the
assistance from Sr. Juanita
Wood in helping them to
collect and distribute food,
clothes, and other necessities.
Life goes on…
Sr. Marie Noël wrote, “While
educating the minds of our
St. Rita students, we also
teach little acts of kindness,
service, and love of
others to cultivate
their hearts”.
Prayer partners,
intergenerational
letter writing,
prepared fruit
baskets are
examples of “ “Leaven of Change” for
future generations in spite of COVID 19. Life goes on…
Much of the globe and our personal worlds have
changed with the on-set of the pandemic. What the new
normal will be is not yet clear. But trust in the Divine
Providence of God’s grace will have us singing with
ACTIVE HOPE… “Ob-la-di, ob-la-da Life goes on, bra…
La-la, how the life goes on.”
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a story of faith and foresight

The Woman Who
Made It Happen

Creativity is indeed an admirable quality. It requires When she realized the tuberculosis epidemic was
originality, an awareness of needs to be met, and, in
coming to an end in 1972, she used her courage, her
many cases, great courage. It often happens, however,
expertise and foresight to convert the preventorium
that creative individuals can become so focused on their to the Medical Center Eugene Plaisant which met the
creations that they fail to recognize a need for change
need for psychiatric care. 1986 marked the opening
when it becomes necessary.
of a specialized home for youth and adults suffering
The story of the Marianites at Précigné is therefore,
from serious mental issues was established. By 1992,
truly remarkable. As the needs changed in that small
an occupational unit and a gerontology psychiatric unit
French village, so did the services rendered by the
had been established. The center was named Medicosisters. Lives and buildings were transformed to meet
Social Centre Basile Moreau.
the current needs of the people. When something so
Through all of these changes, Sr. Raymonde, with
remarkable happens, there is always an individual or
a twinkle in her eye, remained humble and thankful
a group which, behind the scenes, not only has the
to Sr. Joseph whom she referred to as her “friend and
foresight to recognize that change is needed, but also
treasurer”. When she was awarded the Legion of Honor,
has the courage and determination to make it happen
the highest French order of merit, both military and
On July 9, 2019, Sr. Raymonde Castignola passed
civil, she gave full credit to St. Joseph. The Legion of
away in Précigné. Thus marked the end of
Honor was established in 1802
a remarkable life. For it was Sr. Raymonde
by Napoleon Bonaparte. It has
who displayed the foresight and creativity
been retained by all later French
to constantly adapt to meet the needs of the
governments and régimes.
people whom she served. She was faithful
At her funeral on July 22, 2019,
to the Marianite Mission Statement and was
at the parish church in Précigné,
a living example of an apostolic religious,
300 people were in attendance.
woman of prayer and compassion! Always
They’d come to say goodbye and
seen in her white lab coat, she carried a
to honor a woman who gave of
small statue of St. Joseph is her pocket. She
herself selflessly to better the lives
told stories that reached back in time but
of her friends and neighbors. “Let
gave all credit to St. Joseph.
your light shine before all; that
Sr. Raymonde originally served as
they may see your good works,
superior of the Preventorium of Précigné
and glorify your Father who is in
and of the local Marianite community.
heaven.” Matthew 5:15-16
Sr. Raymonde Castignola

They compassionately ministered side by side, year after year at Précigné. Gathered here in 2013, Srs. Anne Marie Geslin,
M. Bathilde LeBert, M. Suzanne Bazantay, Raymonde Castignola, Rollande Rousseau
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Moreau’s Legacy
by: John Paul Ketchum
I live in La Rochelle France with my
wife and three children and I assist the
Marianite Sisters of Holy Cross with
translation and interpretation. My wife is
French and I am American and we were
raised over 4,000 miles apart. However,
we share a common history through
our connections with the Congregation
de Sainte-Croix. Since our marriage in
2010, the influence of Basil Moreau on
our lives has revealed itself through the
repetition of remarkable circumstances,
chance encounters, coincidences, or,
perhaps, most appropriately qualified as
the spontaneous gift of Grace.
Everything about my childhood
The Ketchum Family – Claire, John
education was connected to the
Paul and “my three sons”
Congregation de Sainte-Croix. Yes, I
mean everything! I grew up in South
Bend, Indiana because my father was on the faculty at the University of
Notre Dame. I attended Holy Cross Grade School, Saint Joseph’s High
School and University of Notre Dame. I was surrounded by the history of
Holy Cross in the names of buildings, dorms and streets and I even had
basketball practice at the Moreau Seminary gymnasium.
My wife, Claire, grew up in Andouillé, France (department of
Mayenne), which is an area with significant historical connections to the
founders of the Congregation. Léocadie Gascoin was born in Montenay,
less than 20 km from Andouillé and attended boarding school in Laval,
which is the city where my wife also attended high school. When we travel
to Mayenne from our home in La Rochelle to visit family the route leads us
past the seminary that Basil Moreau attended in Chateau-Gontier. Edward
Sorin’s childhood family home can also be found in the neighboring
village of Ahuillé. Claire can share childhood memories of her family’s
friendship with Sister Marie José and the other Marianite Sisters present in
Andouillé. As a child, Claire hunted for Easter eggs in the Sisters’ backyard,
participated in youth group activities, took music lessons and helped the
Marianites with Catechism classes.
In spite of our proximity to the Congregation de Sainte-Croix, my wife
and I had only superficial understandings of its history. Names such as
the Marianites, Moreau, Sorin, Dujarié, Saint Joseph and Holy Cross were
all so ubiquitous that we failed to take notice and fully understand the
congregation’s history and organization. Being invited by a longtime friend
of my wife’s family, Sister Marie José and the Marianite Sisters of Holy
Cross, has helped reveal how Basil Moreau’s legacy has contributed to the
unity of our family, the development of our minds, the cultivation of our
hearts.

EDITOR’S
NOTE:
Ooh-la-la… wouldn’t
you know our editors
would take advantage
of this issue devoted
to our French heritage!
Here they are enjoying
wine and croissants
under a painting of the
Eiffel Tower in Sr. Myra
Banquer’s apartment at
the Chateau.

Stay in touch at www.marianites.org

Order Guild cards. • Keep up with Marianite activities. • See where Mass is said for you.
Like us on Facebook!
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